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Windo Displays prides itself as being a supplier of innovative and reusable display products
that provide our customers with sustainable solutions to help build brand awareness and
drive sales. Our product innovations are a delicate mix of design and manufacturing to create
responsible display products enabling our customers to continuously renew their advertising
campaigns with a minimal cost to the environment.

How do we minimize our carbon footprint?
Product design: Through our unique and innovative designs, all of our products can be simply updated with new graphics that can be printed on recycled paper using vegetable-based
inks. Our sleek new designs of FloorWindo® and DeskWindo® has allowed us to minimize our
product thickness, reducing material, packaging and space to save more than 50% on transportation volume.

Manufacturing: All Windo® products are manufactured in carefully-selected manufacturing facilities within Europe to ensure us:
- the highest standards in quality
- optimal working environment for employees
- minimum impact on the environment
We are also very vigilant when it comes to ensuring that no child labour is used directly
or indirectly in any component that is required to manufacture our products.

Transportation: By minimizing and strengthening our product design, this has enabled
us to increase the quantity of products per pallet . Our latest series of FloorWindo® and
DeskWindo® allows us to substantially increase the quantity while utilizing the same
amount of space.

Packaging: Through increased product strength, minimal product packaging is required reducing the need for protective material and reducing volume for transportation. All packaging material used by Windo Displays is completely recyclable and mostly
contain recycled material.

Maintenance: All Windo® products can be properly maintained without the need of
harsh and harmful chemicals. Simple non-aggressive cleaning agents are sufficient to
keep Windo® products looking their best.

Recycling / Disposal: Several of our products include recycled material from our previous production runs to minimize waste. All materials used to manufacture and package
Windo® poster displays are recyclable.
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